A Word From Liberty

Things have begun happening very fast! We will be out of our Liberty Savard Ministries offices in exactly one month which will save Liberty Savard Ministries several thousand dollars a month.

We’ve been selling out our inventory and are now getting ready to have a Grand Office Red Tag Sale! We’re shredding old orders, old correspondence, old bank statements, and related information. So much done and so much more changing to do! This is a time for great flexibility.

Why Liberty Savard Ministries is Changing

I have heard the same basic words as above from others in the past few months. After much prayer with Linda and Marian and I felt that God was saying that it was time to do “a new thing.”

It is time to take Liberty Savard Ministries (LSM) out of its offices in Sacramento California and put it fully online in its outreach! Any former “moving out of the office buildings and the church” meant to take the ministry to the streets or to the mission field. I’m hoping that we manage to accomplish both on the worldwide web. I’m already in touch with many of our DISLODGING AND DECLARING Intercessors from around the world on a weekly basis and learning about what is going on in their nations.

The expensive overhead of the offices and staff of LSM is now going to be funneled into direct end-time harvest efforts as we shut down our physical offices at the end of October 2009. My outreach efforts (see below) through Liberty Savard Ministries will all continue (with exception of selling my print books—see article on Robert and Chrystal Little—our new Liberty Savard book distributors):

• LSM Website (http://www.libertysavard.com)
• Liberty’s Electronic :S2U Website: http://www.libertysavard2u.com
• New LibertySavardLifeCoaching Ministry – Website is Under Construction right now.
• Dislodging and Declaring Prayer Outreach (International Intercessors) in Phase 5 and ongoing!
• LSM Teaching Newsletter by E-Mail
• Liberty’s Questions and Answers E-Mail Ministry
• Q&As, Testimonies, Difficult Issues Articles on LSM Website

The road is not fully clear and it has not been comfortable moving through this difficult period of transition and into new methods and modes of web-based technology. I have always seen the Internet as a means of reaching the entire world with this message, but I’ve never wanted to push myself out on the edges of its new frontiers to really do it effectively.

Well, who said you can’t teach a 68-year old new tricks! It is push time and there is nothing to do but stop resisting and try to go with the flow!

One thing is clear, however, and that is Who I am trusting and trying to follow. Prayer is paramount in everything I am doing right now, and I believe that God will lead, guide, and correct my course as long as I do not try to run ahead of Him.

Please read on for Articles about:

- Liberty Savard—Life Coaching – NEW
- Keys of the Kingdom Online Pilot Session October 12 and 17 NEW
- Keys of the Kingdom LIVE Online Interactive Long Distance Training Classes – NEW
- The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual Deluxe eBook NEW
- New Distributors for Liberty’s Print Books

It’s Finally Ready
Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual Deluxe eBook

After some serious hindrances to the completion of the Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual, this great eBook really will finally be available on www.libertysavard2u.com within a few days. Richard Cotterman of Exodus Design has been working hard on this very large eBook. It is going to have automatic links to every prayer you find in the Table of Contents and each prayer section will have an introductory teaching on the focus of that subject’s prayers as well.

Plus, it will have all the great perks and benefits of the eBook format—Search Feature, Go to Page feature, Make Notes on Pages feature, Highlighting, and so much more.

We have just received our third print run of the Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual and Linda is busy filling orders and backorders of this print book. We are also very pleased that many in other countries who found the shipping costs of the print book too high are now going to be able to download it online! We continue to be excited about the reports that have been coming back from the Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual.

Library Savard–Life Coaching
New Website Under Construction

Here are some of the things you can expect to learn from this new Life Coaching ministry. How to:

- Begin making powerful right agreements with God, His Word, and His principles
- Begin making the best possible choices to bring good consequences into your life
- Begin changing old patterns of making wrong agreements and wrong choices
- Begin changing and reversing the bad consequences you’ve already been reaping

Change can seem scary and difficult, yes. But as a Life Coach, I want to give you someone to trust and talk to, to draw encouragement from, and who will speak positive suggestions into your life to help you transition through positive change. This change will begin with the following three steps you can take towards your future:

- Step One: Be willing to acknowledge that you are discouraged and disappointed with where you are in life!
- Step Two: Recognize that there is a better way to live!
- Step Three: Believe that there is a way for you to get to that better way of life!

My background offers 38 years of Christian experience and approximately 25 years of personal ministry, prayer ministry, teacher training, scriptural research, and writing to help you seek forward direction in your life. I will work very hard to help you find answers to your questions, guide you through your Christian expectations, encourage you to make changes for the better, and help you refine your destiny hopes.

For those of you who may have already experienced my sometimes not-entirely-gently-in-your-face prophetic teaching side of answering questions (Hope, Deanna, Joe, you know who you are and thanks for loving me anyway!), know that I am now doing a great deal of research on life coaching to learn new techniques at getting you to the truth. The truth will set you free, but not if the lamb side of your nature is scared half to death by its delivery!

I hope to give you someone you can trust, someone who will listen to your heart and ask life-changing questions, someone who will care about exploring YOUR options, and someone who knows how to pray the Keys of the Kingdom binding and loosing prayers with you.

My Life Coaching will be based completely upon God’s Word and the Keys of the Kingdom prayer principles that
Jesus promised to us in Matthew 16:19: “Jesus said, I will give you the Keys of the Kingdom of heaven; whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven” (NIV). This verse is saying that whatever you bind and loose in prayer on earth, that has already been established as being bound and loosed in heaven according to God’s will, that it will be manifested on earth.

When prayed with even a tiny pilot light of faith, these Keys can help any struggling Christian pray and align himself or herself to God’s will while loosing and cutting away mental and emotional baggage from their souls. You do not need to know what God’s will is in a given situation and you do not need to identify the specific baggage and bondage that you need to get rid of. You just need to pray and watch as things begin to happen.

Stop and think carefully about this: If tigers are chasing you, you do not need to know what species of tigers are after you or even why they are after you—you just need to get to a Savior who can protect you from them. If you find leeches on your ankles after walking in a swampy field, you do not need to know what kind of leeches they are or how they attached themselves to you. You just need to know how to get them off!

My answers and advice to you will be prayed about, carefully considered, and always aimed at guiding you toward knowing what God wants for you. All details, private conversations, e-mails, etc. will remain confidential.

Following our sessions, brief e-mails and questions will be answered or at the least acknowledged, and always prayed for. I will pray for you before, during, and after our sessions every time the Lord brings you to mind. I will not judge you in any way regardless of what you wish to share.

I will give you honest feedback, challenge you with questions, and ask you to do certain assignments that might get into your comfort zones. Everything I suggest, question, or ask you to do will be done with love, respect, and occasionally a gentle, loving boot from behind. The LibertySavardLifeCoach.com website is still under construction, but you can e-mail liberty@libertysavard.com right now for further information or to establish an appointment.

Liberty has been training and certifying student teachers in the Keys of the Kingdom message and students seeking personal enrichment and understanding of this message since 2000. Students have come from all over the world (England, Ireland, New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, and Canada) to attend these popular schools in the United States. But there are many who cannot afford to travel to attend the training.

Anyone from anywhere in the world can now get these same teachings online, live and interactive, with just an open mind, a heart ready to listen, a computer with high speed internet, and a USB headset.

E-mail liberty@libertysavard.com (new e-mail address coming soon!) for further information about the Pilot Overview Session (October 12 and October 15, 2009 at 3 pm and 6 pm each day) and the Sixteen Keys of the Kingdom Teachers’ Training and Life Enrichment Classes which will follow after that. These Long Distance Training sessions will include:

**The Basics of the Powerful Keys of Binding and Loosing Prayers, The Sabotage and Camouflage of Your Unsurrendered Soul, Recognizing and Breaking Soul Ties, Cooperating with God in Your Healing, and more!**

We are still working out how you can take these classes on your own time schedule (they will not be interactive for discussion and questions outside of the live presentations). So, Singapore, Germany, England, and Malaysia, hold on. We’re coming!

**Liberty’s Thoughts on the Power of the Internet**

When God was revealing His plans regarding our LSM Dislodging and Declaring Intercessors’ Prayer Outreach, I had a vision of a circle of people praying together while holding hands. The people were definitely computer graphics with balls of bright white light covering their joined hands.

As I prayed about that, I felt God was showing me these people were represented as computer graphics because they were the people around the world who would be praying prayers of agreement each week from e-mail communication.
with us. The balls of white light over the joined hands represented the power of right agreement in our prayers.

God is using the Internet in a powerful way to connect believers from around the world. There are hundreds of prayer groups, prophetic outreaches, and Christian organizations available to anyone in the world who can access a computer. The times are getting very exciting. Fear not, little lambs, for it is the Father’s good will to give you the Kingdom!

**Liberty Savard Ministries Giant Office Red Tag Sale!**

We couldn’t call it a yard sale or a garage sale or a rummage sale; so we’re calling it a LSM Office Red Tag Sale! I must admit that this has not been an easy “sale” to prepare for. It feels very strange to be looking at all of my beloved executive oak office furniture as something that is going to be bought and used by someone else. But, God is so good, and my excitement over the new phases of ministry that I’m moving into is helping me to weather this transition period without too much mushy sentimentality.

I have a large number of Christian books that I have purchased for study and research over the past ten years that would be good in any church or ministry library. They are all in very good condition (with perhaps a bit of highlighting and a few underlines). These books are on such subjects as forgiveness, the Holy Spirit, prayer, and more. If someone knows of a church or ministry that could use these books and would be willing to pay for shipping them, we will be glad to donate them. I would love to keep all of them, but I have decided that if I haven’t used them in the last two years, I need to pass them to others who can and will use them just as I did when I first got them.

We also have television broadcast quality tapes of my *Breaking the Power* television program seminar; we have beta tapes and master VCR video tapes of the same seminar. If someone knows of a television station that can and would use these resources, please contact us. We can donate some of them to other ministries who will use them if they will pay for the shipping.

**Robert and Chrystal Little**

Our New Liberty Savard Print Book Distributors

Pastor Robert and Chrystal Little have been supporters and active members of Liberty Savard Ministries as well as passionate teachers of the Keys of the Kingdom and Unsurrendered Soul message since 1998.

Pastor Robert is a Level II Certified LSM Teacher and has often helped me with teaching in different meetings and schools.

Robert and Chrystal are people who are very special to me. I can highly endorse them as speakers of this message for meetings and retreats. They are located in Northern California and I recommend that you consider them for marriage and couple retreats, family retreats (they have oodles of kids!), and restoration meetings.

Watch for further information here on when their website will be online for ordering my books (which Liberty Savard Ministries will no longer be taking orders for—except in large quantity amounts for direct drop shipments from publisher). We have sold out our inventory of most of my books already. See [www.libertysavard.com](http://www.libertysavard.com) order page.

Robert and Chrystal are going to be your resource source in the future. Be sure to get on their mailing list for their special events.

**LSM Resource Close Out Prices You Will Find Hard to Believe!**

We have actually had people ask us how we can sell these items for such low prices. We just say, “Maybe they’ll bless others and we can’t keep them. So, it made sense to let them go this low.”

While these books, audio teachings (cds), and manuals can be purchased in electronic format on [www.libertysavard2u](http://www.libertysavard2u), we will not be producing anymore charts. This is your last chance to get the laminated prayer charts. Check out great prices on the other books and prayer charts and CDs and DVDs, etc. Here are some examples:

- Spanish SYS ........................................... $2.95
- (will sell in lots of 50 for $1.25 apiece)
- Breaking the Power .......................... $5.95
- Apples of Gold ................................. $2.45
- Fear Not America ............................ $1.00
- Soul Ties, Soul Power, etc............... $1.00
- Freedom Here and Now .................. $1.95
- Relationships................................. $1.95
- 5x8 Unsurrendered Soul lamin. Chart ... $2.45
- All 4x5 laminated charts ................. $ .95
- All 2x3 laminated charts ................. $ .85
- 8x11 Soul Power chart and fact ........... $2.45
- Teens, Young People prayers ........... $1.45
- Long Dist. Training CDs – ALL SOLD OUT
- Long Dist. Training DVDs .................. $3.95
- Long Dist. Training Manuals............... $4.95
- Breaking the Power CDs and DVDs ...... $3.95

**Endorphin Therapy!**

Linda has been encouraging us to engage in endorphin therapy every day—if not two or three times a day! This is a
really good idea. Endorphins are the feel-good
hormone/opiates that are produced in our bodies. In the ’70s
a Jewish scientist discovered opiate receptors in the human
brain. He concluded that if God put opiate receptors in our
brains, then He would have surely put natural opiates in our
bodies as well. Good call!

A quick crash course in endorphin therapy consists of know
this:

1. Laughter, exercise, worship, singing, and creative
activity all increase your endorphin flow within your
body
2. Make sure that you are laughing, exercising, worshiping,
singing, and engaging in creative activity as many times
a day as possible

Endorphins elevate your moods, short circuit your pain
circuit to your brain, help repair your immune system if it is
damaged in any manner, and they lift depression. Studies
have been done showing that endorphin-deficient people are
far more prone to having addictive personalities and being
seriously depressed than most other people. Some of these
studies have expanded into using forms of therapy that
involve the arts, music, laughter therapy, and exercise to
increase endorphins in people’s bodies.

It seems very logical that we could inherit a tendency to be
endorphin deficient. If your parent(s) were endorphin
deficient causing them to be addictive or depressed, you may
have grown up with very little exposure to laughter, creative
activity, and exercise. Your endorphin flow would not have
been stimulated during your period of childhood, perhaps
even into your teen years and beyond. With knowledge of
this wonderful chemical/hormone/opiate existing within you
and an understanding of how to stimulate its release, you can
reverse that now! Isn’t God good?

The word endorphin means morphine within. You have your
own natural pain killer, stress reducer, and immune system
repair “juice” within you. Take time to get into your own
version of endorphin therapy every day!

Two Hints for Redirection of Your Thought Processes

You will never be able to fix a problem
if you want to fix the blame as well.
You must choose between the two.

No one knows how to help you in your times of failure
like Jesus does! He will not overlook your shortcoming or
simply encourage you to do better the next time.

He will give you victory in the midst of your failure!

Testimonies

Rev. Savard: You have touched more lives than you probably
realize, including mine. I went through some pretty hard
personal times (divorce, bankruptcy, and a move to another
part of the country) during the period of approximately 1998
through 2005. A wonderful Christian woman that I met in
2001 (and eventually married!!) introduced me to your
ministry and the binding and loosing prayers. I have read
your trilogy of books consisting of Shattering Your
Strongholds, Breaking the Power, and Producing the
Promise. I have applied the prayer principles of binding and
loosing to my life situations and my faith.

Your ministry has strengthened my faith and helped me
throughout some of my darkest moments. Thank you! Steve

I would like to let you know how much I appreciate you and
your books. I have been reading and rereading them for well
over 3 years. They have changed my prayer life so much and
given me so much understanding on so many questions I had
before.

I would especially like to thank you for your kindness and
consideration to me by sending me the two prayers you sent
me two years ago when I wrote to you about my daughter
getting killed in an automobile accident. I know she is in
Heaven, but I wanted to know if a stronghold of grief could
take over.

You said no, not as long as a person kept in the Word and
continued to seek God’s will. You also sent me a prayer for a
person experiencing grief and one for overcoming
discouragement. I can’t tell you how much they have helped
me these past two years. I know without a shadow of a
doubt that without my relationship with Jesus I would be in a
depth of depression and grief. I believe your prayers
and insight on binding and loosing have been tools the Lord
gave to me for such a time as this.

“Keep on keeping on, Liberty!” Know that you are being
obedient to our Lord and Savior. I will pray for you as I
know you pray for us and all those who write to you. Alberta

I have just read your August/September 2009 newsletter,
specifically the part on anger. I struggled (note the past tense)
with anger because I could lose it totally in just seconds.
People were really scared of me, even my children.

Approximately six months ago I bought your book The
Unsurrendered Soul and I have studied it intensively. I have
made time to read, understand, and act on what you suggest
through the different prayers, etc. I took forty verses from the
Bible with respect of anger and for forty days I read them
aloud and then prayed your prayers regarding anger.
Sometimes I prayed them more than once a day, especially
when I felt fury like burning flames in me. To work in the area of the law is not easy when you are working with people who have no vision in life. But amazing things have started to happen.

Every time when there is unpleasantness in the office (even if I am not a part of same), I start praying the binding and loosing prayers. One lady (Orthodox Jew) hated me (note the past tense) with a passion as a result of my love for Jesus. We are now friends, she respects my love for Jesus, and I respect her Jewish religion. Every time I am near her, God lets me feel her pain and brokenness. All this happened because I have overcome a terrible temper.

I appreciate you and your staff sincerely. One day in heaven you will really understand what you, through your obedience to God’s Word, have meant for everyone out here. Not only for the children of God, but for the unbelievers and different religious groups, etc. May God bless you and your staff one hundredfold. Tiny

Hi Liberty, a great big Texas thank you for your quick response to my inquiry about one of your eBooks. I was able to download the eBook with your advice and I have already read the first 3 chapters. I’ve read all of your hard copy books, but I really love the e-format you are using. So easy to read with the menu feature a big plus. Thanks for the EXCELLENCE you are displaying in all that you do and are for Him. Carol

**Questions and Answers**

**QUESTION:** Liberty. I need to ask one question. Is it too late for me to start over with these prayers? I started using your books several years ago and when things started changing so dramatically in my life, fear over took me. The movement of the Holy Spirit was so evident.

There is something so deep inside me that is terrified of the Holy Spirit and God’s love that when I feel Him start to move, I shut down. My life has been one of continually shutting down. I get scared that God has given up on me and I can’t start over. I love what you have written and it makes so much sense to me. Is it possible that I could start over with the Breaking the Power Page 30/30 day prayer and it will work?

**ANSWER:** Kathleen: No, it is not too late—absolutely not! And God gives you unlimited opportunities to start over, unlike our human relatives and coworkers! Obviously you didn’t shut completely down, because you are still seeking to find a way to get past your fear so you can get closer to God. I’m so very grateful that God never gives up on us, and did I say: I’m sooooo grateful for that.

I suggest that you start praying any of the binding and loosing prayers and personalize them with personal pronouns such as I, myself, me, etc. Then reinforce them by reading the Word every day. I prayed for you today.
Who and What is LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?

This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

This ministry teaches Christians how to cause their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to surrender to the will and purposes of God. LSM also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage from their souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them for today. This allows believers to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! This ministry also teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. This ministry is also dedicated to training Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and instruction manuals for God (so He will know how best to answer their prayers!). Effective prayers with pure motives declare that God’s will shall be done on Earth as He has so set it in heaven.

LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES
P.O. BOX 41260
SACRAMENTO CA 95841
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